ORANGE FIELD NATURALIST AND CONSERVATION SOCIETY Inc

NEWSLETTER MAY 2020
Impact of COVID 19

Virtual Talk:
‘Now you see us, now you don’t – orchids and
wildfire on Mt Canobolas.’ Dr. Col Bower.

OFNCS talks, meetings and excursions have
been cancelled indefinitely.

Col has completed a report on the spring orchid
surveys titled ‘Post-Fire Survey of Terrestrial
Orchids in the Mount Canobolas State
Conservation Area - Season 2, 2019’. As his
talk could not be held Col agreed for the
Executive Summary and Conclusions to be
included in the newsletter. They appear below:

We’ll be guided by government regulations
as to when to meet again.
Newsletter – a monthly newsletter will still
be produced If you have something
interesting to share please email to:
orangefieldnats@gmail.com

• Some native orchids are known to undergo
enhanced flowering in the season or two
following hot summer wildfires.

Facebook – Jenny Pratten would also like
photos and items for Facebook. Please email
Jenny at gopratto2014@gmail.com

• ‘Citizen Science’ surveys of terrestrial orchids
in the Mount Canobolas State Conservation
Area (SCA) commenced in late spring 2018
following a wildfire that burnt 70 percent of the
reserve in February 2018.

Annual Membership now due
Please continue to support the society into the
future by paying your annual membership.
Details are at the end of the newsletter.
I had thought this newsletter would be shorter
than usual however it’s been hard to decide
what to leave out. It truly demonstrates the
value of citizen science. All the ‘finds’ featured
in this edition show how important it is to get
out and explore as you never know what you
will discover. It also shows how useful digital
cameras and phones are to allow photos to be
shown to experts for possible identification.
Thanks to everyone who has sent photos,
information and articles for the newsletter.

Col and happy citizen scientists.
Photo R Stapleton.

Jenny Medd suggested the link below on “A
history of the biggest discoveries by citizen
scientists”. She commented it was ‘Somewhat
appropriate given the work that’s been going on
in the SCA since Feb 2018’.

• The surveys are part of a broad-based program
managed by the NSW National Parks and
Wildlife Service to monitor the recovery of the
SCA from a severe wildfire that swept through
the reserve in February 2018.

https://www.australiangeographic.com.au/topic
s/science-environment/2018/09/a-history-ofthe-biggest-discoveries-by-citizen-scientists/?
fbclid=IwAR0XrDaNDwpvMtnQUItgYIgejdx
OTlkNb02vbJWfHpcUAXK9N5DlPUgTwGU

• The report summarises the results of the
second year of the surveys in spring 2019.
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• The 2019 survey was undertaken twice a week
for six weeks between 18 October and 1
December by 20 community volunteers. Not all
areas surveyed in 2018 were resurveyed in
2019.

Sun Orchid, Thelymitra sp. aff. ixioides, by an
estimated 28 and 57 times, respectively. These
species are considered to be fire dependent and
mainly flower immediately after a wildfire, the
fire causing flower initiation.

• Areas surveyed were known orchid ‘hotspots’
and a selection of previously unsurveyed areas
considered likely to support orchids.

➢ Similar levels of flowering or modest
increases, approximately 1 to 2.5 times as many
flowers in 2019 as in 2018, were observed in
Fitzgeralds
Spider
Orchid,
Caladenia
fitzgeraldii, Musky Caladenia, C. moschata,
Brown-clubbed Spider Orchid, C. phaeoclavia
and Slender Sun Orchid, Thelymitra pauciflora.
These species are likely to be fire stimulated
with flowering enhanced in the first couple of
years post-fire.

• The numbers of individual plants and their
locations were recorded for each orchid species.
• At the time of the survey, Mt Canobolas and
the rest of eastern Australia were in severe
drought; rainfall in the Orange district in 2019
being 48 percent below the long-term average.
Dry seasons are known to inhibit flowering in
orchids.

➢ Greatly increased flowering in 2019
compared with 2018 occurred in the Leopard
Orchid, Diuris pardina (×5), Tiger Orchid, D.
sulphurea (×11), Large Bird Orchid,
Chiloglottis valida (×20) and Nodding
Greenhood, Pterostylis nutans (×21). These
species reach peak flowering in the second
season after a summer fire and may be
responding more to improved habitat conditions
(reduced grass competition and increased
nutrient availability) than to direct fire
stimulation of flowering.

• Despite the dry conditions, the survey
recorded a total of 21 orchid species; 19 spring
flowering species and the leaves of two autumn
flowering species.
• Two taxa were new records, the Black-tip
Greenhood, Hymenochilus bicolor, and a
hybrid, the Broad-lip Doubletail, Diuris X
palachila. In addition, it has been determined
that two species of Hyacinth Orchids occur in
the SCA, one is likely a variant of the Rosy
Hyacinth Orchid, Dipodium roseum and the
other is likely to be a new species related to the
Purple
Hyacinth
Orchid,
Dipodium
atropurpureum. These records bring the total
number of confirmed orchid species/taxa in the
SCA to 39.

• The drought conditions caused flowers and
leaves of Caladenia species to shrivel and die
prematurely. The associated heat waves caused
sun burn on the tops of flowers of other species,
especially the late flowering Hyacinth Orchids.
• Despite the drought, many species exhibited
increased flowering in 2019 suggesting that
drought had not inhibited flowering.
• Several large populations of Long-clubbed
Wasp Orchid, Chiloglottis reflexa and the
Nodding Greenhood, Pterostylis nutans, leaves
were detected in 2019 versus none in 2018
suggesting leaf production was inhibited in the
autumn and winter following the 2018 wildfire.
• Previously known orchid ‘hotspots’ in the
north east of the SCA and along the Indigo
Firetail were again main centres of orchid
activity. Several new smaller centres of orchid
diversity were detected in 2019.

Dipodium sp. aff. atropurpureum.
Photo C Bower.
• The survey revealed divergent trends in the
numbers of flowering plants among species
between 2018 and 2019:

• Three other distinctive orchid taxa may also be
new endemic species on Mt. Canobolas; Diuris
sp. aff. chryseopsis, Dipodium sp. aff.
atropurpureum and Thelymitra sp. aff. ixioides,
and require further investigation.

➢ Large reductions in flowering occurred in
two species, the Canobolas Leek Orchid,
Paraprasophyllum canobolense and the Dotted
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• Only two of the Caladenia fitzgeraldii plants
marked in 2018 flowered or leafed in 2019. An
additional 34 C. fitzgeraldii plants were
recorded and permanently marked in 2019
making a total known population of 53 plants.
The locations of these individuals have been
measured to accuracies of 10 to 40 cm using a
Trimble Catalyst differential GPS.

faced Herons had heard the message as 2 flew
past appropriately distanced! The cormorant
species were less compliant as 55 Little Black
Cormorants, 7 Great Cormorants and 3 Little
Pied Cormorants were fishing and roosting
together. Ten Silver Gulls also decided to join
the party and landed in the water where the
cormorants were fishing.

• Only three plants of the Canobolas Leek
Orchid flowered in 2019 versus 86 in 2018. The
locations of these plants and 60 that were
permanently marked in 2018 were measured to
accuracies of 10 to 40 cm using a Trimble
Catalyst differential GPS.

We counted at total of 36 species, which is less
than the usual count. There weren’t as many
duck species or any of the small grebes. Cilla
had also noticed this lack of ducks when she
surveyed at a dam at CSU recently which had
just 1 duck present. A few days later I read on
Birdline that there is minor flooding in the
Macquarie Marshes with birds like Swans and
Pelicans arriving as well as a flock of 200+
Plumed Whistling Ducks. Perhaps many of the
water birds we had seen in the last year at
Orange had flown to areas such as the Marshes
and other natural wetlands that have started to
recover.

• Two new patches of the Small Moth Orchid,
Diuris sp. aff. chryseopsis were discovered in
2019, bringing the total known population to 32
plants.
• It is proposed to repeat the orchid survey for
up to five years to monitor flowering trends over
time.

The highlights of the Spring Creek survey were
2 threatened species: a male Blue-billed Duck
and 11 Dusky Woodswallows. The
Woodswallows as well as many Fairy Martins
and Welcome Swallows were hawking and
feasting on the gnats and flies that were around.
We wished they had been a little more effective
as the insects were very annoying.

Committee News: there have been no issues for
the committee to deal with. A report on the
Central West Environment Council AGM will
be in the June Newsletter.
Spring Creek Reservoir Bird Survey
Report R Stapleton, photos Cilla Kinross.
Social distancing makes bird surveying hard but
in reality, it can be done as part of an exercise
session. Weight training can be added by
carrying binoculars and a spotting scope (and
mine is heavy!). And of course, the road at
Spring Creek Reservoir makes it easy for 2
people to walk the required distance apart.

Dusky Woodswallows not social distancing.

The low water level at Spring Creek Dam wall.

There were lots of small birds in the trees along
the track including Double-barred and Redbrowed Finches, Silvereyes, Grey Fantails and
the usual White-browed Scrubwrens and
Superb Fairy Wrens.

To make sure no quarterly surveys were missed
and to monitor the impact of recent rain Cilla
and I did a survey at the reservoir over the
Easter weekend. Cilla noticed that the White-

The water is still a long way from the entrance
gate, but it was good to see that the level has
risen a little from the recent rain. Let’s hope
more rain falls in coming months.
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Mt Canobolas Update: Text by R Stapleton.

Being persistent I revisited the Chiloglottis and
found this beautiful tiny flower (below) open.

As NPWS cancelled all volunteer activities no
more organised orchid searches have been held
on the mountain during autumn. However, this
has not stopped a few members looking for
orchids while walking alone, or with a family
member, and following the guidelines for
spatial distancing.
This has resulted in some great orchid finds in
the last month. Some have been rare
Greenhoods while others have been flowers that
have confirmed the species of leaves spotted
last year.
The first of April was a stunning sunny day so
having completed the April Newsletter I headed
to Mt Canobolas for my daily exercise. Last
winter I found a few patches of Helmet orchids
and Chiloglottis reflexa leaves. I’ve been
watching them ever since and wondered if on
April Fool’s Day they would fool me again and
be flowerless.

Chiloglottis reflexa. Photo R. Stapleton.
Col has also been out to see if the Horned Midge
Orchids Corunastylis sagittifera, that were
found last May, have flowered again. He found
less plants this year than last year, but still quite
a lot.

The Helmet orchids, Corybas hispida, did not
disappoint with 2 patches having buds right
through to open flowers. The Chiloglottis were
tantalising me a little more with only a few
buds.
The next weekend Hai decided to walk Mount
Canobolas Rd and check out the embankments.
He found several clumps of Corybas hispida,
including this patch among some Necklace Fern
Asplenium flabellifolium (Hai’s photo below).

A few days later Col also spotted this unusual
patch of albino Corybas hispida.
Corunastylis sagittifera. Photo Col Bower.
When asked why they had flowered a month
earlier Col said: ‘Most autumn orchids flower
in response to the first soaking rains of the new
year, so the timing each year is dependent on
the timing of good rainfall.
Photo Cath Stapleton.
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Certain species have flowered quite early this
season, probably in response to a good fall of
rain on 19 Feb (32 mm). This would have set off
the Diplodium, Eriochilus and the Midge
Orchids. The excellent rains of 4 to 6 March
(74.2 mm) kept the momentum going and
probably stimulated a second wave of flowering
in the Corunastylis. I noticed the Midge Orchids
seemed to be in two cohorts; a group of larger
plants that had finished and a bunch of smaller
plants that still seemed fresh.’

Gippsland north to the Barrington Tops. Local
orchid expert Dr Colin Bower said he
personally had never seen the Antelope
Greenhood on Mt Canobolas, although a
sighting had been reported years ago.
Verification of its occurrence is reassuring he
said. Other disjunct occurrences he knows as
western outliers occur on Lees Mountain, Mt
Arthur at Wellington and at Conimbla National
Park west of Cowra.
Dr Bower remembers seeing the Scarlet
Greenhood, Diplodium coccinum, back in the
1980’s and is pleased to know it has also
survived on Mt Canobolas. This orchid, with its
striking red colouration, likewise mainly occurs
along the summit areas of the Great Divide, so
it too is an uncommon outlier on Mt Canobolas.

Dick Medd has written about the rare
Greenhoods in the media release below.
Rare Greenhood Orchids Rediscovered on
Mount Canobolas. Text Dick Medd.
Individuals of the Orange Field Naturalists have
rediscovered several uncommon Greenhood
orchids on Mount Canobolas in past weeks.
Many of the orchids have not been sighted in the
area for years.
After an extraordinarily hot and dry spring and
summer the welcome and equally extraordinary
rains of autumn have spawned the Antelope
Greenhood, the Scarlet Greenhood, the
Summer Greenhood as well as the Long-tongue
Summer Greenhood orchids.

An old Diplodium coccinum. Photo R Stapleton.
A late flowering of the Summer Greenhood,
Diplodium decurvum is another uncommon
occurrence spotted on Mt Towac. Being another
outlier with its main distribution also to the east
along the Great Divide it too hasn’t been sighted
on Mt Canobolas since the 1980’s.

Diplodium laxum. Photo Nigel Hobden.
The Antelope Greenhood, Diplodium laxum,
mainly occurs along the spine of the Great
Dividing Range from the high plateaus of East

Diplodium decurvum. Photo Nigel Hobden.
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The Long-tongue Summer Greenhood,
Diplodium aestivum, on the other hand, has its
stronghold in the southern alps, particularly in
the Victorian high country, and is at its
northernmost occurrence on Mt Canobolas.
Once quite common on the mountain it has
scarcely been seen in past decades.

Take the "For Council" prompt rather than "For
Public" and scroll down to Land Management.
Once there scroll down again to Crown Land
Reform. Then find the link to Crown Land
Manager Reserves Portal.
Once there you will see an access link to the
portal as below.
https://trade.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappvie
wer/index.html?id=99ed087615f24ab8aacc619
ef3507155
Dates for your Diary
Sadly, most activities have been cancelled. This
includes the Community Tree Planting Days
Cilla had planned. The Australian Field
Naturalists Convention that was to be held in
Stanthorpe in September has also been
cancelled.
Friday 15 May & Saturday 16 May 2020
Online Fungi Discovery Workshop. This
workshop is full. I hope OFNCS members who
have registered will send a report for the next
newsletter.

Diplodium aestivum. Photo Nigel Hobden.
Plant ecologist Dr Richard Medd never ceases
to be awestruck by the beauty of the orchids and
their tenacity and resilience in recovering from
harsh seasons. High altitude grassy woodland
habitats are now quite restricted in distribution
so montane remnants such as Mt Canobolas are
vital to conserving orchids and other
biodiversity. He considers the presence of the
orchids to be a good indicator of the health of
the grassy woodland ecosystems. So, these
areas need nurturing and all the protection we
can give them to avert orchids and other species
becoming locally extinct.

13th June - Nature Conservation Council
Regional Conference goes online.
Recently Jacqui Mumford, from NCC, emailed
to say ‘In light of the ban on public meetings,
and physical distancing, the 2020 Regional
Conference will go ahead via Zoom on the 13th
of June. Please keep the date in your diary and
know that we are working to make this an allinclusive event for members and supporters
from wherever you are.’ Cilla, as President of
CWEC, will keep OFNCS up to date on the
details of the conference.

If you are still able to go to the SCA (in groups
of 2 or less) and you see some orchids, please
take a photo and note their location. Send them
to Col at colinbower1948@bigpond.com

Sightings around Orange.
If you see anything interesting, please email
orangefieldnats@gmail.com or post it on
Facebook. Members have been taking time to
head out at this time.

Online Maps of Crown Reserves

‘Things with Wings’

Cathy Marchant, CWEC Treasurer, has
provided the following information and new
link to maps of Crown Reserves that are under
Local Council management.

The birds seem to have been rather quiet. Those
of interest seen on Mt Canobolas have been:
• Dusky Woodswallows – a flock of 10 at
Spring Glade
• Male Flame Robin and small flock of
Buff-rumped Thornbills at the start of the
Fern Gully Track.
• Female Golden Whistler near The Walls.

Go to the Office of Local Government website
(note not Dept of Industry - Crown Lands where
there is a lot of information but the Crown land
map on their site is not public).
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Cilla commented it was also pretty quiet at
Mullion SF during her regular bird surveys and
she saw Striated Thornbills, lots of Choughs
and White-eared Honeyeaters near the creek,
which was flowing for once.
Male Flame Robin – Nigel’s Anzac weekend
was made when a male Flame Robin visited his
garden in Orange.
Probable Powerful Owl and Greater Glider
Text and photos R Stapleton.
These were neither seen nor heard but evidence
of them was spotted on Mt Canobolas. While
walking in the forest along Towac Way I came
across part of a small jawbone and some fur. As
the leaf litter was undisturbed, I suspected they
had fallen from the branch above.

Cat. Unfortunately, near Orange View I saw a
rather thin smallish cat walking up the road
from Orange View. From the way it behaved I
surmise it had been dumped.
Planarian Worms. Several people have
spotted yellow worms when walking the tracks
on Mt Canobolas in the days following rain.
They have mainly been the plain yellow one.
Nigel spotted this striped one (below). Last
year these were identified as Striped
Planarians, possibly a variant of Caenoplana
sulphurea’, by Dr Leigh Winsor.

On seeing the photos Dr. Anne Kerle has said
the jaw and fur is probably from a Greater
Glider and the ‘remnants are definitely likely to
be a Powerful Owl dinner – so that makes the
location an important site record for 2 species.’
Copperhead Snakes. The photo below is one
of the Copperheads spotted by Jenny Medd
when walking around their paddocks near
Nashdale…there have been several snakes
enjoying the sun. Dick reports seeing another
one on 28th April. Let’s hope the cool change
will move them into shelter.

Echidna. Jenny also came across
photogenic Echidna on one of her walks.

Creature of the Month
Rhubarb Bolete – Boletellus
obscurecoccineus
Text by Dick Medd, photos by Hai Wu.
It took Hai’s eagle-eyed spotting of this
spectacular fungus to lure me into the rather
turgid world of ectomycorrhizal fungi. Turns
out this mouthful of terminology is integral to
plant function and health of natural ecosystems.
To simplify the story, fungi, such as the
Rhubarb Bolete, basically provide a massive
extension to a plant’s root system. Their
underground mycelia scavenge water and
nutrients, particularly nitrogen which is
normally in scarce supply, from surface soil
layers and decaying matter. Then through a
symbiotic relationship, the fungi transport
supplies to their host plant, in return for ‘sugars’
manufactured by the host, for their own growth.
Remember, fungi don’t have any chlorophyll,

this
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so can’t photosynthesise. Often the relationship
is host specific, meaning that particular fungi
only associate with particular plant species.

gone tomorrow! Some have conjectured that the
fungal awakening follows from prolonged
drought then uncharacteristically profuse
autumn rains. I would rather remember 2020 as
the year of the fungus!

The Rhubarb Bolete is stunning and there is
no other fungus quite like it. It is distinguished
by the brilliant reddish-violet cap, bright yellow
pores and scales scattered on the stem.

Whether this Bolete is safe to eat is unknown.
So, the wisest choice is look, smell, enjoy but
don't eat.

Boletes have fleshy fruiting bodies (the
structure seen above ground) like the
toadstools/mushrooms
agarics
but
are
distinguished from gilled fungi in that their
spores drop from tubular pores, rather than gills.
Many sightings have been made this year of
another much less colourful Bolete, Phlebopus
marginatus, which is Australia’s largest
mushroom that can grow as large as a metre in
diameter.

Another Fungi
Canobolas.

Sightings

from

Mt

Graceful Parasol. Hai Wu reports that this
fungus is quite common now on the mountain.
He posted it on iNaturalist, and someone gave a
suggestion and another person agreed.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macrolepiota_cle
landii

The Rhubarb Bolete is supposedly quite
common in Eucalypt forests, found in litter in
south-west Western Australia and south-eastern
NSW, Vic., Tasmania and in New Guinea. It is
also found in oak and other deciduous forests in
Asia, including, Java, Borneo, Japan, Korea,
and Taiwan. There have been several recent
sightings around Orange this incredible autumn
– however they are very ephemeral; here today,
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Abbey Dean’s Research in the Flinders Ranges.
Abbey Dean from Cudal was one of the volunteers at the November Fauna Surveys on Mt Canobolas.
She was home from Uni and had seen an article on the surveys in the CWD. Abbey realised this was a
chance for her to see some local fauna before going to do her honours project in the Flinders Ranges.
When I saw some photos from Abbey in the latest edition of the community newspaper ‘The Cudal
News’, I emailed Abbey. I thought OFNCS members who had worked with her during the fauna and
orchid surveys would be interested in her project.
Three weeks ago, Abbey said ‘I am currently still in the Flinders Ranges doing fieldwork as I cannot
return to Tassie, so am extremely lucky. We are some of the only people left in the park. My project has
had to change a little to looking only at what other fauna uses rabbit warrens in the Flinders Ranges.
Many other honours students have had to put their entire projects on hold.’
Abbey sent the photos below of some of the creatures she has found. Enjoy!

Top left: Fat-tailed Dunnart
Top right: Stripe-faced Dunnart
Middle left: hatchling Eyrean Earless
Dragon
Bottom: Abbey releasing a Western
Quoll or Idnya
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Websites to check while indoors. Do you have a website or webcam to recommend? Just let me know.
The links below add an African flavour to the newsletter. They keep the memories of my travels in
South Africa and Namibia fresh. I hope it does the same for those of you who might have travelled there.
South African National Parks – webcams have been set up near water holes or troughs in several
national parks in South Africa. Three are in Kruger (Orpen, Satara and Pafuri), one in Addo Elephant
Park on the edge of the Karoo and one at Nossob in desert of the Kgalagadi Transfronteir Park. Of
course, at times the cameras go down but are usually fixed in a few days. Sometimes there are no animals
but at other times there might be a herd of elephants, Blue Wildebeest or Impala drinking or even an
Eagle Owl or Spotted Hyena at night. And it is always good to look at the images saved by others.
https://www.sanparks.org/webcams/
Africa Geographic. This is a travel and publishing company. The website has clips and links to videos
taken in southern Africa. They also run a great photo competition, where the images show the beauty of
life on that continent but also the struggle for life. I wonder what these Cheetah cubs (below) were
thinking. https://africageographic.com/

Subscriptions
Payment of the 2020 Annual Subscriptions is now due. Please send your cheque or money order made
out to "OFNCS" to the Hon. Treasurer, Dr Dick Medd, OFNCS, PO Box 369 Orange NSW 2800.
EFT payments to
BSB 802 129: Account 100014678:
O F N & Cons Soc Inc:
Please be sure to identify payments with your name.
Send confirmation of payment to orangefieldnats@gmail.com
Subscription rates:
Single member – $25
Concession rate (emailed newsletters) – $12.50
Each additional family member – $5
Concession rate (printed newsletters) – $25
Note: concession rate is for bona fide pensioners and students only
_____________________________________
This Newsletter is produced for OFNCS by the Editor, Rosemary Stapleton. Views expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the Society. Items should not be reproduced without permission of the Editor.
Orange Field Naturalist & Conservation Society acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land, including
the people of the Wiradjuri Nation, and pay our respects to Elders past, present and future.
Orange Field Naturalist & Conservation Society, PO Box 369, Orange, 2800 or orangefieldnats@gmail.com
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